A Letter to CONNECT

The International Youth Camp CONNECT wants to bring together young people from different parts of the world and encourage respect for other people’s views.

Are you between 14 and 18?
Do you think international understanding is important?
Would you like to spend three weeks together with young people from all over the world?

Then write a letter to
Amanda Parks and Josef Azizi
CONNECT coordinators
intcamp@connect.ch

The following points could be included:

**Introduce** yourself briefly.

**Explain** why you want to join the camp and why you think this would be a good experience.

**Suggest** different activities for the camp weeks—indoors/outdoors, days/evenings, etc. Why would they be meaningful? How can you help out?

**Suggest** an issue that you would like to discuss and learn more about at the camp. Explain why.

**Describe** what a camp like this might lead to in the future—for the people who take part and in a wider perspective.